Enantis

Quality Policy

Strategic goal of Enantis s.r.o. is development of advanced protein and enzyme technologies for important international customers. We are aware of the fact that our products are being used in medical research and pharmacology, where safety is paramount. Enantis is proud to comply with the requirements of ČSN EN ISO 9001: 2016 and in all cases follows the established quality policy. Enantis intends to continuously improve its processes through detailed analysis, regular evaluation and effective implementation of preventive and corrective actions.

The technical advancement of company and the quality of its products is based on a long-term experience in the field of protein production and engineering. Enantis intends to meet customer regulatory requirements, as well as achieve effective process control by:

- Regular vendor evaluation
- Regular evaluation of internal processes
- Setting quality objectives and regular monitoring of compliance
- Continuous improvement of the quality management system
- Employment, training and development of employees proud of their work for Enantis, development of great quality products and superior customer service.

By meeting the requirements for product and service quality, adherence to contracts and competitive prices, Enantis wants to become a reliable partner for its customers.

The knowledge, experience and qualifications of our employees who understand their tasks and responsibilities with regard to the quality management system are prerequisites for continuous improvement of the quality of our products and services. Enantis management supports the training and education of its employees and provides the necessary resources.
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In Brno, on the 1st of September 2019

Roman Badík, CEO of Enantis